Hunting Information

Hunters will find several quality walk-in turkey hunting areas within the 1.8 million acres on the Ouachita National Forest. These areas are the result of hunters requesting opportunities to hunt on public lands managed by the USDA Forest Service in a place free of disturbance from motor vehicles.

The Ouachita (pronounced Wash-I-tah) Mountains, with the highest turkey population in the state of Arkansas, have seen the number of hunters increase dramatically during the last 20 years, making it challenging for serious turkey hunters to find an area to hunt away from traffic and noise.

All maintained roads leading into each area are closed to motor vehicle traffic from early spring to late summer. In some areas, road segments and primitive forest roads are permanently closed and re-vegetated to improve turkey habitat and to control erosion. Signs are posted along the boundaries of each area to inform the public about motor vehicle restrictions. Restricting vehicle traffic protects turkeys during the critical nesting and brood rearing seasons. Other habitat improvements include prescribed burning and establishing water holes and food plots for the turkeys. These same projects will improve the habitat for more than 100 other species of wildlife.

The Ouachita National Forest Walk-In Turkey Hunting Areas are a joint partnership between the USDA Forest Service, Arkansas Game and Fish Commission, and the Arkansas Wild Turkey Federation as a part of the Making Tracks program. It began in 1989 as a way to improve wild turkey habitat on national forest lands. It is also designed to provide a surplus of wild turkeys for stocking and introducing into suitable areas throughout the nation.

State Regulations

Hunting is permitted anywhere on the Ouachita National Forest except within developed recreation sites or otherwise posted areas. All state hunting and fishing regulations, fees, and seasons apply on national forest land. For more information, contact the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation at 1801 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK 73105, call (405) 521-3851 or online at https://www.wildlifedepartment.com.